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through the evil of his machinations, was the cause of the
sickness of Arghun-" x
Although the accusation was an obvious absurdity, since
Sa'd ad-Daula must have known that Arghun's end would
lead to his own downfall, it served Ms enemies at the court
as an excuse to get rid of him. At a banquet arranged by
Tughan, Sa'd ad-Daula and the majority of his supporters
•were arrested by the conspirators, a large number of them
slain at once, and Saed ad-Daula, together with Arduqia,2
executed the following day, the end of the month Safar,
1291, in the house of the Mongol Emir Tugharjar, two years
after his rise to the highest rank of the State.3
Arghtin did not learn of the fate of his vizier and friend,
although, as Wassaf states, he made inquiries when he noticed
Sa'd ad-Daula's absence from his bedside.4 But he himself
died scarcely two weeks after the murder of Sacd ad-Daula.5
*	Ghazi b. al-Wasitl, foL 286, has the following :    " Then Sa*id (ad-Daula)
struck at Arghun and plotted against him with some one who gave "him poison,
after he had impounded the wealth of Islam. ..."    Also in JSf ufadded b. a.
Fa$6?il, 1920, p. 550, we read that the Mongols accused the Jews of having
poisoned Arghun ;   cf. also Zettersteen, p. 9.   E. Blochet fed. Muf. b. a. F.)
remarks that Arghun was not poisoned but died *• par une drague qu'un
scramana lui faiaait prendre pour 1'aurita."
*	Bashid ad-Din, foL 156a.      Cf. also Was?af, fol. 204a.      Many of the-
Mongol leaders then went to the house of Sa*d ad-Daula (in Tabriz).   The
murder of Sa*d ad-Daula by the Mongol Emir Tugharjar is reported in detail
in an Arabic poem by the Baghdad preacher Zain ad-Din 'Ali b, Sa'id, which
is quoted in full by Wassaf (fol, 2056).   Here we quote a few lines from the
English translation of E. G* Browne, given in Persian Literature under th&
Tartars, pp. 34r-6 :—
" Tughachar  prince,   fulfilled   with   strength  and  zeal,
Hath caused the pillars of their power to reel.
His fleshing falchion on their flesh did feed
And none would hold him guilty for the deed.**
3	Bar Hebrseus, loc. cit., says :   " The whole period  during which the
Jew was director and governor was two years more or less/*    Cf. also
Wassaf, fol. 199tr.
4	'FoL 2046.
5	The sources are practically unanimous   in reporting Arghun's death
on Babl*a I, 690 (10/3/1291).      According to M-afaddal b. abi?l-Fa4a'il*
p. 550, the death of Arghun took place before the murder of Sa*d ad-Daula^

